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SWIMMING VICTORIA MEETS 

In Victoria, the Backstroke Ledge Policy has been implemented to use the ledges for the National 
Prep Meet, Open Championships, Age Championships, Vic Preparation Meet and Open SC meet.    
As a matter of policy, the ledges would be offered to all competitors in these meets.                                                                                         
Due to the 2 pool setup of Age SC Championships, ledges cannot be used for the heats therefore 
could not be used for the finals session. 

Implementation: 

 Usage of ledges will only be sanctioned if all competitors in Backstroke events have 
access to ledges compatible with the platforms installed at that venue. 

 Personal use will then be optional at the discretion of the swimmer. 

 IOT’s if available on each lane may be utilised to install and remove the ledges as 
necessary. 

 In the event that sufficient IOT’s are not available, timekeepers will be utilised and trained. 
Timelines will have to be adjusted to allow for the time taken to install and remove ledges. 
 
 

Recommendation for Clubs and Districts: 
That the ledges be banned from use in competition unless all competitors at an event have the 
option to use the ledges. 
In the event that any ledges initially provided at a competition are subsequently damaged during 
that competition, that no further competitor be advantaged or disadvantaged by their lack of 
access to the use of a properly functioning ledge. 
 
That all requests that a meet be treated as a “Qualifying Meet” be subject to a certification clause 
regarding the “use / non- use” of the ledges during backstroke events to be completed by the 
referee in charge 
 
 
Recommendation for School Meets: 
That the ledges will not be permitted to be utilised in any school based competition. 
 
 
Ledges are to be re-calibrated before every meet, it should be noted that the block heights vary 
from the start end of the MSAC pools to the turn end. 
 
Policy to be reviewed June 2017 
 
 
Instructions for Operators 
 

http://vic.swimming.org.au/visageimages/OfficialsVolunteers/Officials/Rules_Policies__Resources/Backstroke_Ledges_Instructions_for_Operators_April_2016.pdf

